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International Labour Conference 

103rd session 

 (28 May - 12 June 2014)  

Committee on the Application of Standards 

Bangladesh (Convention No. 81) 

EU Statement 

Thank you chair. 

I speak on behalf of the European Union and its Member States. 

 

The following countries align themselves with this declaration: Turkey*, the former Yugoslav 

Republic of Macedonia†, Montenegro†, Iceland‡, Serbia†, Albania†, Norway § and Ukraine. 

 
The “Sustainability Compact for continuous improvements in labour rights and factory safety in the 

Readymade Garment and knitwear industry in Bangladesh” launched by the EU, the Government of 

Bangladesh and the ILO in July 2013, outlines commitments mainly related to the issues discussed 

by this committee, including with regard to Convention N° 81 about labour inspection.  

 

We welcome the progress of Bangladesh in implementing several commitments under the 

Sustainability Compact, while sustained efforts will be needed to ensure full implementation of the 

Compact. We welcome the amendments to the Bangladesh Labour Act and stress the importance of 

implementing legislation to follow suit. We concur with the Committee of experts and encourage 

the Government of Bangladesh to keep the ILO informed of any further progress.  

 

We also urge the Government to continue the "Modernization and Strengthening of the Department 

of Inspection for Factories and Establishments" (DIFE) by restructuring and expanding it, by 

increasing the manpower and the training for labour inspectors. We encourage Bangladesh to keep 

the Office informed about these measures. 

                                                 
* Candidate country 
† The Candidate countries former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia as well as potential 
candidate countries Albania and Bosnia and Herzegovina continue to be part of the Stabilisation and Association 
Process. 
‡ Candidate Country Iceland continues to be a member of the EFTA and of the European Economic Area. 
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We welcome the proposed law titled 'Bangladesh Export Processing Zones Labour Act 2014' and 

we suggest that the Government keeps the ILO closely associated in this respect.  

 

We urge the Government to address remaining shortcomings identified by the Committee of 

Experts in its report regarding the labour law reform, and continue implementing remaining 

outstanding commitments under the Sustainability Compact, including the outstanding issues with 

regard to inspections.  

 

We urge the Government to carry out its commitment to support and protect trade unions. The work 

of the Labour inspectorate benefits from the role of trade unions, calling attention to non-

compliance with labour standards.   

 

We stay engaged in improving labour rights and factory safety in Bangladesh, stand ready to 

continue, with the ILO, to assist the Bangladeshi authorities to meet the required international 

labour standards and express our resolve to pursue this together with all stakeholders involved in 

the supply chain, including initiatives of global buyers. 

 

We welcome the decisive efforts of the Office to bring together the various relevant stakeholders to 

promote labour rights and safe workplaces in Bangladesh. We encourage the Government to avail 

itself of the technical assistance of the ILO in this respect. 

 

Thank you Chair. 

 

 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                  
§ Liechtenstein and Norway are members of the EFTA and the European Economic Area.  

 
 
 


